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DEAP-3600 Detector
•

DEAP = Dark Matter Experiment using
Argon Pulse-shape Discrimination

•

Direct detection of Weakly Interacting
Massive Particles

•

A single-phase LAr detector

•

Filled with 3.3 tonnes of LAr in an
acrylic vessel

•

Located at SNOLAB

•

Search for scintillation light signal due
to argon nuclear recoils by WIMP dark
matter.
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LAr Scintillation
•

Excited dimers formed after exposure to ionizing
radiation, in singlet (6 ns) and triplet (~1.3 μs)
states

•

Nuclear recoils (by WIMP, neutron, and α):
higher ratio of singlet states—more prompt light

•

Electromagnetic reactions (by β/γ): lower ratio
of singlet states—less prompt light
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•

Emits UV light at wavelength of 128 nm.
Passes through LAr with little absorption.

•

TPB wavelength shifter converts UV light to
visible light at wavelength of 420 nm. Passes
through acrylic and collected by PMTs.
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Position Reconstruction
Two algorithms have been developed:
Time residual-based algorithm

PE-based algorithm

•
•

Assumes a single source of light,

•

Probability density functions (PDFs)
trained with MC based on detailed
optical model and PMT calibration

Light intensity (therefore PEs in
PMTs) ~ 1/r2,
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•
•

Assumes a single source of light,

•

Uses only first 40 ns prompt light to avoid
late unphysical info (afterpulsing, …)

•

This is thanks to the slow group velocity
of UV light (128 nm) in LAr.

Photon arrival time = event time + timeof-flight (TOF) + time delay (dimer decay,
TPB response, PMT response)

PE-based algorithm

•
•

Tested on Ar39 data and simulation.
Shows good uniformity in general.
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Resolution of PE-based position reconstruction algorithm

Fitter resolution is estimated by splitting
an event in real data into two pseudoevents and comparing the positions
reconstructed by the PE-based algorithm.

Fiducialization with PE-based
algorithm gives 30-45 mm
resolution at 630 mm fiducial radius
in WIMP PE range of interest.
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Time residual-based algorithm
Fit with PEs and timing of early pulses

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fit with intensity and time of arrival for the
first 40 ns of prompt light
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Group velocity of UV light = 133 mm/ns
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Group velocity of visible light = 241 mm/ns
Construct PDFs for light emitted at vertex x0
and event time t0 given PMT i measures
3 ns
charge qi.
L({ti , qi }; x~0 , t0 ) =

Y

Piqi (ti ; x~0 , t0 )

i

Convolve singlet decay time (7 ns), TPB
response time (3 ns), and uncertainty of
PMT/Light Guide (LG) response time (1.4 ns)
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Events around central area
241 mm/ns

LG+PMTi

•

UV light always arrives first

133 mm/ns

Events relatively near surface

241 mm/ns
133 mm/ns

LG+PMTi

•

Visible light arrives first to the PMTs
at the far side

•

Distinct time profile at some PMTs
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Construction of probability density functions (PDFs)
• A grid of cells are defined in a coordinate system of
distance to the light guid (LG) and the perpendicular
distance away from the LG axis

Time of flight

• PDFs (proportional to photon intensity) as functions
of time-of-flight (TOF) for each cell are calculated

Peak of visible light

Visible light
exceeds UV light
at ~1300 mm

Peak of UV light
Probability density

Distance to light guide
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Time residual-based algorithm
is also tested on
Ar39 data and simulation
•

Reconstructed positions of Ar39 events shows good
uniformity overall.

•

Small ripple structures are under further investigation.
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Contained LAr mass within given reconstructed radius
Calculated from
reconstructed position
distribution of
Ar39 data and simulation
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Neck alpha backgrounds
•

A significant contribution to background rate is Po210 alpha decays occurring on
surfaces of acrylic flow guides in the neck region.

•

Simulation show strong correlation between PE and
reconstructed Z position

•

Similar pattern is observed in data
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Consistency between both algorithms
• Shadowing effect causes:
•

Degraded alphas—high PE neck alphas can look like at
low PEs.

•

Mis-reconstruction by PE-based position reconstruction
algorithm

• The time residual-based algorithm takes advantage of pulse

Neck events may be
mis-reconstructed
by PE-based algorithm
due to shadowing

time info, and can fit better for neck alphas (at higher Z
positions).

• Comparison of both position reconstruction algorithms to
detect neck alpha events.

x

Also cut on

• excessive or very early PE detected in PMTs in GAr layer
• PSD parameter—systematically higher fraction of prompt light than WIMPs
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Expect 0.49+0.27
−0.26 neck alpha
events after all cuts

After all cuts, no WIMP-like signals

•
•
•

231 live days after run selection and deadtime corrections
824 kg fiducial mass
0 events in ROI

R. Ajaj et al. (DEAP Collaboration)
Phys. Rev. D 100, 022004
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Most sensitive WIMP search with LAr target

Exclude S.I. WIMP-nucleon
cross section above

3.9 × 10−45cm2
for 100 GeV/c2 WIMP mass

in 90% C.L.

R. Ajaj et al. (DEAP Collaboration)
Phys. Rev. D 100, 022004
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Summary
•
•
•

•
•

Two position reconstruction algorithms are developed for the DEAP-3600
experiment.
The PE-based algorithm is used for fiducialization.
The time residual-based algorithm, a more recent development, is presented.
• Shows promising reconstruction results.
• Provides useful cuts to remove backgrounds misreconstructed by the PEbased algorithm.
Within 231 days of live time of data, no WIMP-like signal events are observed in
ROI.
Most sensitive WIMP search with LAr target: set 90% C.L. upper limit on S.I.
WIMP-nucleon cross section at 3.9 × 10−45cm2 for 100 GeV/c2 WIMP mass.

Outlook
•

We are developing an algorithm working closely with the time residual method,
to search for shadowing eﬀect with the spatial and temporal pattern of photon
detection.

•

Plan to fit time residuals with hypotheses of various background models.
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DEAP Collaboration: 85 researchers in Canada, Germany, Italy,
Mexico, Russia, Spain, UK, USA
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